The euro has jumped 12% in just five months since the start of coronavirus lockdowns, climbing above $1.20 on Tuesday for the first time in more than two years. Investors say more gains may well be ahead, and two top ECB officials have acknowledged it’s on their minds.
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Economy
U.S. companies added fewer jobs than expected in August, suggesting the labor market rebound remains gradual, with employment well below pre-pandemic levels.
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World
The euro has jumped 12% in just five months since the start of coronavirus lockdowns, climbing above $1.20 on Tuesday for the first time in more than two years. Investors say more gains may well be ahead, and two top ECB officials have acknowledged it’s on their minds.

Bonds
Treasury 10-year note futures erased decline en route to a session high after August ADP employment change of 428k vs 1m estimate. Prior month was revised higher by 45k. Bull-flattening reaction leaves long-end yields near flat on the day, pushes 5s30s and 2s10s spreads onto session lows.
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MBA MORT APPLICATIONS
This concept tracks the volume of mortgage loan applications that have been submitted to lenders.